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1. (I) Define the term rock  

(ii) Explain types of rock according to mode of formation  

(iii) What is rock cycle? 

(iv) With the aid of diagram describe the rock cycle.  

(v) What is geological time scale? 

(vi) Depict four importance and weaknesses of geological time scale.  

(vii) With well diagram, explain the internal structure of the earth.  

TOPIC TWO: ELEMENTARY SURVEY AND MAP MAKING  

1. (i) There was land conflict between villagers of Songambele and the headmaster of 

 Songambele secondary school. The chairperson decided to invite a survey team who 

used  chain tape survey to determine boundaries of the school compound  

 

a) Describe the meaning of chain/tape survey  

b) Describe six instruments they in surveying the school compound (Draw)  

c) Explain three procedures they followed during the survey process.  

d) Show the merits and demerits of simple chain survey.  

 

(ii) Mention five (5) principle of chain survey  

(iii) Explain five importance of survey in daily life 

(iv) Give one reason for each of the following  
 

a) Ranging pole has a pointed metal end  

b) Note book is important during field study  

c) Back bearings are taken during compass survey  

d) During surveying, measurement is called back by the booker.  

 

(v) (a) Rechal is a good cartographer, she intends to produce a contoured map of Geita.  

  what type of survey method would you advice  her to apply? 

      (b)A part from producing contour maps, what is other significance of the method of  

  survey you have mentioned in (a) above? 



 

(c) Describe five instrument used in the method of survey mention in (a) above  

 

(vi)  (a) Differentiate errors and obstacles as used in chain survey.  

       (b) Mention five sources of errors in chain survey.  

       (c) With examples, explain types of obstacles in chain survey.  

TOPIC THREE: MAP READING AND INTERPRETATION  

Based on Extract map of UKIRIGURU sheet 34/1 answer the following questions.  

i. Calculate the total area covered by seasonal swamps in km2 

ii. Calculate the length of Tanzania central Railway in km.  

iii. With evidence, suggest economic activities which might take place on the 

mapped area.  

iv. Comment on the settlement pattern of the mapped area.  

v. With vivid evidence from the map, suggest the climatic condition of an area.  

vi. Find the bearing of Ukiriguru  hill (030998) from Ijijawnda hill (018975). 

vii. Comment on the nature of relief of the area.  

viii. Express the map scale into statement  scale  

ix. Comment on the drainage pattern of the mapped are.  

 

  

2. Study the crop production in Mbeya region in 2018 than answer the following questions. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

a) Determine  the total  production of sisal if that of coffee is 800 tonnes  

b) Account on the trend of production as depicted by the graph.  

c) Give the production of sorghum in percentage  

d) Give evidence to why the stated method is preferred to other statistical method (four 

points)  

3.  Study the following date  below then answer questions next  



Age  F 

0-5 2 

5-10  7 

10-15 5 

15-20 8 

20-25 3 

a) Calculate  

i. Mean  

ii. Mode  

iii. Range  

iv. Median  

v.  

b) Mention four rises of the  following in daily life  

i. Mean  

ii. Mode  

c) Determine the median class  

 

4. Describe six significance of studying statistics in daily life.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

............. THE END........... 

 




